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JULY NEWSLETTER 1979
Coming Central Club Events
Sunday July 15

ONE TREE HILL - Norwegian event, each leg
is promised to have plenty of route choice,
option of contour only maps. Setter John Pearce.

Wednesday July 25

MAPPING EVENING - 8.00pm preceded by committee
meeting 7.30pm.
All club members invited to
John Gregory's, 13 Buckley Rd. to discuss our
future mapping projects.

Sunday August 12

DINGLE DELL, St. Heliers.
new coloured map. Setter

Tuesday August 28

BUCKLANDS BEACH 5.30pm. Orienteering on new
street/park map. Sunset 5.49pm. start from
Clive Bolts, 20 Camwell Close.

Promotion event on

Other Events
Saturday July 14

PAPAMOA BEACH, Mt. Maunganui. Motor camp scout
hall C.D.O.A. Night Orienteering champs.
5 colour map of sand dunes. Start 6pm.

Sunday July 15

ROTOEHU FOREST - 20km from Te Puke C.D.O.A. OY
event. Setter Frank Anderson M35 Aust. champ.
Transport coordinator for these two events is
John Rix.

Sunday August 19

IWITAHI FOREST - 30km from Taupo C.D.O.A. OY event

Sunday August 26

WAIURU FOREST - O.Y. Event.

Rundown on previous club events
About 100 people benefited from the training day back at the
beginning of May.
Tom CLENDON and helpers set out about 30 controls for
a variety of training exercises.
The second of Wallace BOTTOMLEY's events for Business House runners
attracted about 200 novices who in spite of rainy weather enjoyed a 40
minute score event in the twilight at One Tree Kill.
The groups of
people around each control perhaps made it easier than the organisers
expected.
The results certainly were very good for a group of novices.
90 people enjoyed the One Tree Hill promotion event run by Doug
MORRIS whilst the guns were down at Waitarere.
The club evening in May was hosted by the NICHOLLS family.
ing runs were an interesting exercise in fast mapreading.

The train-

The June evening run from the PEARCE family's in Mangere was in the
form of a street night orienteering event.
Surprisingly difficult I believe
Andrew BREWIS's promotion at the Churchill Park event set by Bob
MUIRHEAD was most effective attracting 200 entrants.
John PEARCE's One Tree Hill "Telethon" event was rained out and has
been postponed to July 15.
If the organisers of events care to send in a
story about their event, I will put it in the newsletter.
It does not
need to be very long, something fresh from each event will help build up
a history of the Club's progress.
N.Z.O.F. Instructors Training and Assessment Course
Venue for the course was the recreational hall at the Woodhill State
Forestry H.Q.
The hall served as mess, dorm, and classroom, and it was
surprising how quickly camp beds and other home comforts appeared.
It was here at the Hall that I first met Hilary Smith (our instructor
person) a charming Scottish lassie with a wonderful sense of humour, and,
of course my fellow compatriotes namely Robin Davies and family (Putoruru)
Aileen Brighouse and husband, Terry and Family (Taupo) and Rolf Wagner
from the N.W. Club. A fine gang with a "tonne" of experience.
Introductions over, we were away and into the programme as follows:
Day One

Day Two

- Introduction and Course Briefing, Proposed NZOF award. Event
Organisation, Physical Fitness Training Programmes, Training
exercises in Forest, Route choice, Pacing, Map memory course.
Following: (This exercise is run in pairs, with each person
alternatively following the other as he/she
to several
control and is used as a means of Technique Analysis) I found
this a very useful exercise.
- Mapping, Theory and Practical. Sketch maps, O. Maps, School maps,
Training exercises. Otakanini Topu Forest (new map). Re-location
when lost.
Compass and pacing, Control stamping technique.
Briefing for night score event. (lights-maps-compasses-plastic
bags- whistles-first aid kit- spare torches-tea-coffee-sleeping
bag (for use as stretcher) Night Score Event 2000 hrs-2200hrs

Day Three -Orienteering in schools, Direct method, teaching compass.
Progressive steps, Course planning, armchair planning (Taupo maps)
TAUPO
H.Q. ARMY MOTEL, ACACIA BAY
Day Four -Group A. Preparation for instruction of beginners.
Group B. Exam
1030 - 1200 hrs Group A - instructing beginners.
Group B - preparation for instructing beginners.
1330 - 1500 hrs Group B - instructing beginners.
Group A - Exam.
1530 - 1600 hrs Briefing beginners for O event on Sunday.
1600 hrs preparation for Sunday race.
Day Five - 0930-1500 hrs. Orienteering Event. Organised by Course Members.
1600 hrs P.M. and summing up.
A full programme. Never a dull moment and a lot to learn.
The Night Event - A remarkable experience, a game that obviously demands
a high level of skill.
Direction finding, and distance judging are at full
stretch.
Ever tried to find the vegetation boundary in the dark? or a
depression? or find your way over trees that were standing a few hours earlier.
This type of event is completely different to those held in daylight when
many of the guide lines are lost to sight due to the restricted area of vision.
Obviously this type of event requires special planning and organising with
emphasis on SAFETY.

All
in
all a thoroughly enjoyable and rewarding experience for a
newcomer.
It broadened my knowledge, experience and understanding of the
sport that would otherwise not have been possible.
My grateful thanks to the Central orienteering Club and the N.Z.O.F.
for the opportunity to attend and to the many willing helpers who assisted
in the organisation at Woodhill and Taupo.
And of course to Hilary, many
thanks.
DOUG. MORRIS.
New Members

We

wish to welcome the following new members:

Margett Family
OH69765
14A Earlsworth Rd, Mangere East.
Robert Johnson
567712
33 Udys Rd. Pakuranga
Norman Scott-Morrison TGN 5075
68 Waima Cres. Titirangi 7.
Mike Ruffin
676662
18 James Tyler Cres. Hillsborough
Dr. de Lacey and family 559482
397 Riddell Rd. Glendowie 5.
Dell family
599528
3/350 Ellerslie-Panmure Highway 6.
Kelston Boys High School.
The control description booklet is enclosed to primarily help potential
course setters understand the international rules for setting u p control
description lists.
The booklet has been sent out to all members
because we feel the practical method that has been used should help
beginners and the younger ones in the family to understand terms like
"re entrant", "lenoll", etc.
The Club is planning a Course Setting Competition details of which
should be ready for the next newsletter.
A small prize is planned and
I understand part of the judging will be based on the control
description list accompanying your course.
CLUB LIBRARY An inventory of the books the Club has is also enclosed.
I suggest you staple this onto your club membership list for ready
reference.
These books are held by John Rix and are available for loan
on request.
MAPPING - The treasurer is currently preparing applications for financial
assistance from the local Body Sports and Recreation Funds.
Our theme
this year will be mapping.
In particular areas suitable for promoting
the sport within easy driving distance.
Areas already suggested and
underway:
Western Springs - Tom Clendon; Kepa Rd. Orakei - Wallace
Bottomley; Craigavon Park. Blockhouse Bay - Nicholls family; Auckland
Domain - Karl Rogers.
Coloured maps of Dingle Dell Reserve, St.
Heliers by Wallace Bottomley and Mangere Mountain by Ray Kitchener are
about to go to the printers.
A black and white map of Bucklands Beach Music Point has just been finished by Clive Bolt.
If you can suggest any similar areas that may be suitable close to
where you live, let us know- we may not have thought of it yet. We
can teach you and help you have a go at preparing your own coloured map.
So come along to the mapping evening later this month.
Looking on to next year
If you enjoy top class orienteering consider taking a holiday over
to Australia next EasterApril 5-6-7 3 days of orienteering centred at GOULBURN N.S.W.
9
badge event
WAGGA
WAGGA
11
Pacific Orienteering Relays CANBERRA
13
Howden Pacific Orienteering Championships CANBERRA.
Each event will be open to all competitors, catering for all age
classes with B classes for the more popular ages.
All the reports
I have heard o f Australian orienteering are excellent.
You do not
have to be a champion to enjoy this sort of holiday which presents an
opportunity to see some of the N.S.W. back country, gum forests and
perhaps surprise a kangaroo or two!

4
These events will be preceded by the annual 5 day Australian
Military championships, also at Canberra, making it possible to
have 3 weeks !! of orienteering.
Coming on to Queens Birthday or Labour Weekend our Club has
volunteered to organise a 3 day orienteering meet based on Woodhill
Forest.
This will involve 3 new forest maps.
One by N.W. and
hopefully 2 by Central.
Live in dormitory and camp accommodation
will be available to out of town visitors.
Full details are still
being discussed.
Final details will be posted when available. If
you would like to try forest mapping the Club will be looking for
helpers for the 2 new maps.
BOOKS

INVENTORY

Competitive Orienteering
Hellmar Kail et al.
Pub.
1971. 62 pages.
A technical but comprehensive
serious competitor.
Plenty of map illustrations but
stamp sized and quite hard to read.
Still the best

Canadian O.Service
manual for the
all b/w, postage
training manual.

Mapmaking for Orienteers
Robin Harvey Pub. B.O.F. 106 pages ( 2copies)
Essential reading and reference book for any mapmaker.
Extremely
lucid. New Version due out (1979)
Course Planning translated: Sue Harvey B.O.F. 41 pages.
Another classic manual, should be read by any course setter worth his
salt, the course setter to be or simply the serious competitor.
Unless
you understand how the planner thinks he will outwit you.
"This is Orienteering" Rand and Walker. Pelham Books 142 pages.
A comprehensive and well written manual, beautifully presented.
Best of the "glossy" books.
"Orienteering." Disley 1978 edition
Best of the cheaper books, good
reading and good reference.
Author one of the founding fathers of
O in Britain.
"Orienteering". Bergtsson and Atkinson
Packed with ideas, information
and guidance. There is plenty here to get your teeth into. For the
U.S. market.
2 copies.
"Orienteering for the Young". Palmer. B.O.F.
The only book in this
field; of interest to youngsters, parents and course setter.
"Adventures with Map and Compass" Nicholls (Mar Ed) For the
Australian market. 3D spectacles provided for contour interpretation,
but otherwise not very spectacular.
Booklets

"Drawing specifications for International Maps. IOF (3 copies)
"Planning an Orienteering Competition" Andrews and Hogg O.S.A
17 pages.
Rules for W.O.C. (World Championships) IOF (1973 and 1978
amendments) 21 + 8 pages.
"Improve your Orienteering"
Tony Thornley 1977 B.O.F.
"Orienteering, Know the Sport"
Scottish O. Fed.
"Orienteering, Fun and Fitness" Nicholls, N.S.W. Sport & Rec.
48 pages.

